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Abstract
Background: Vocal polyps are the products of voice overuse, misuse and abuse as the most common causative factors.
Treatment generally advised for them are voice therapy and Microlaryngeal Phonosurgery (MLPS). The improved
or changed quality of voice is generally assessed perceptually and can cause intra rater variability. In this study we
compared and analysed the acoustic characteristics before and after MLPS.
Objective: The purpose of the study was to acoustically determine the changes in voice quality of a group of patients
before and after the surgery.
Material and methods: The following patients group were studied prior to and in between 3 and 4 weeks of surgery.
Altogether there were 23 patients with either unilateral or bilateral vocal polyps. Voice recording and analysis were
performed with Dr. Speech acoustic software (Tiger electronics, USA). The parameters analyzed were in terms of
perturbation (Jitter and shimmer), harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR) and fundamental frequency (F0).
Results: The results showed that shimmer, HNR and F0 decreased significantly (p<0.05) following MLPS, but jitter
though reduced, was not statistically significant (p=0.694).
Conclusion: The acoustic output generally improved after MLPS as evidenced by decreased values of all the four
acoustic parameters. The study also stress that voice quality can be improved through the phonosurgical procedures.
This multidimensional voice analysis can be very helpful in our ability to provide objective clinical analysis of voices
with vocal polyps, and following their surgical treatment.
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V

ocal polyps are benign swellings usually on the
anterior third of the vocal cord. They originate often
on the free edge and usually are unilateral. They can be
sessile or pedunculated1. There sizes may vary from a
size of a pin head to a pea seed. They are usually caused
by stress forces2. Their usual cause is vocal overuse,
abuse (yelling) or even misuse (vocal trauma)3,4. All
these factors leads to excessive mechanical stress and
trauma in the mid membranous vocal fold with a wound
formation remodelling of the superficial layer of lamina
propria and to a lesser extent, the vocal fold epithelium,
thereby forming a polyp5,6,7.

& 1, which are responsible for elastin breakdown and
enzyme degradation, respectively are down regulated in
the cases of vocal fold polyps. Paucity of hyaluronic acid
in vocal fold polyps may be implicated in scar formation
also. The up regulated expression of fibroprotein in
polyps is associated with increased stiffness of the vocal
fold lamina propria on videostroboscopy8.
The patients with vocal fold polyps usually complain of
hoarse voice often with symptoms of vocal fatigue.
The mainstay in diagnosis of vocal fold lesion remains
a thorough voice history followed by detailed imaging,
perceptual and objective analysis.

Depending upon their microscopic characteristics, they
also have been divided into fibrous polyps, telangiectatic
polyps, and hyaline polyps3.

Various form of objective and evaluation of normal and
abnormal voice is being performed for last two decades.

At the microscopic level certain molecular changes
do occur in the extracellular matrix within the vocal
folds polyps8. There is an up regulation of the gene
for procollagen I, which is a marker for new collagen
production. Moreover, Matrix metalloproteinases 12
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Second sitting of vocal assessments were done between
third and fourth week following microlaryngeal
phonosurgery (MLSP). Those patients who did not
meet the above criteria were omitted from the study.
The acoustic samples were recorded with Dr. Speech
software (Tiger Electronics, USA), in a sound treated
room. The subjects were instructed to continuously utter
the vowel //i// at the optimal pitch level and repeated
several times. Recordings started as the patients vocal
pitch level became habitual. Each subject’s vowel
was recorded three times, each for three seconds. The
median value was considered for analysis. Four acoustic
parameters analyzed were: fundamental frequency (F0),
jitter, shimmer and harmonic- to noise ratio (HNR).

The computerized voice analysis tools allow clinicians
to study the acoustic parameters of various types of
voice disorders. The most important acoustic voice
quality parameters used are fundamental frequency
(F0), perturbation (jitter and shimmer) and harmonicto-noise ratio (HNR). An altered or increased value of
perturbation, F0 and HNR has been related to the various
forms of voice disorders9, 10, and 11.
The goal of present study was to collect and analyze
the acoustic qualities of voice in patients with vocal
polyps and compare it with following microlaryngeal
phonosurgery.
Material and methods
Twenty three patients with either unilateral or bilateral
vocal polyps were included in the study. The study
was conducted between March 2007 and April 2010.
There were equal numbers of sexes with age ranging
from 29 to 75 years with 43.9(±12.3) years of mean age.
Fifteen of the patients had unilateral vocal fold polyp.
Following history taking laryngeal examinations were
performed using both flexible fibre optic and videostroboscopic examinations. Following confirmation of
the clinical diagnosis by the clinician and the speech
language pathologist all the patients were subjected to
acoustic voice analysis. Since the recording procedures
and their analysis systems have appeared in the
previous publications12, the methods are not described
elaborately here. Following acoustic recording, voice
therapy was provided at the voice clinic by the speech
language pathologists. All the patients had received at
least two therapies (one/week) before taking them up
for the surgery.

Statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS 10.0
for windows (SPSS Corp., Chicago, IL).
Results
A total of 23 patients with variable degree of dysphonia
due to vocal polyps requiring MLSP were included in
the study. Total numbers of males and females were 12
and 11 respectively, with their mean age 43.9(±12.3)
years.
The acoustic analysis of the patients with vocal polyps
before MLPS revealed the following mean resultsjitter=0.20%, shimmer=2.18%, HNR=23.97dB and
F0=212.32Hz.Their data when recorded between third
and fourth post operative weeks revealed lower values
in all four acoustic parameters. The values are as
presented in the table below. These group differences
were statistically significance (p<0.05) except for the
jitter (p=0.694).

Table 1: Acoustic values before and after the surgery

Mean
St. deviation
p-value*

Jitter (%)
AB
0.20 0.19
0.10 0.14
0.694

Shimmer (%)
AB
2.18 1.73
0.78 0.38
0.001

* paired t-test applied, A: pre-operative values, B: post operative values.
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HNR(dB)
AB
23.97 22.48
3.70 3.01
0.000

F0 (Hz)
AB
212.32 196.51
53.23 48.91
0.003

Discussion
Voice is an output of an extremely complex,
multidimensional,
and
variable
physiological
phenomena. It is a result of aerodynamic and acoustic
vibratory system. Due of these complexities in the
production of voice it is not uncommon to find some
degree of aperiodicity even in the normal voices. Since
voice quality is diverse, it does not always provide an
accurate and reproducible assessment. Nevertheless,
it is one of the more controversial themes in vocal
evaluation because there is a poor correlation between
the evaluators. Thus, a voice with a sufficient grade of
periodicity now can be analyzed with a computerized
acoustic analyser, a relatively newer technique that is
widely used in the clinical practice13, 14, 11.

Another powerful indicator to quantify the quality
of voice following voice treatment is HNR27. Thus a
decreased HNR value was an important indicator to
demonstrate the improved quality of voice in our study
(p=0.000). It shows decreased level of noise in the voice
which should have occurred in any improved voice23.
Similarly many other studies have revealed decrease
in HNR values following surgery for vocal polyps28, 29,
and 30
. With improvement in all these parameters, the F0
also revealed remarkable improvement with increase
in their pitch, bringing back the patients own vocal
pitch. It is probably the tissue load that is important to
lower the F0 value, as it is governed by the equation:
F0=1/2L√σ/ρ (where, L=length of the vocal fold, σ=
surface density and ρ=volume). Several other studies
has observed decreased values of F0 following surgery
for vocal polyps31,32,33. All these results suggested
improved quality of voice following MLPS and were
consistent for all the four acoustic parameters used in
the study. In this respect, our findings supported the
earlier studies19,33,34.

The primary aim of this study was to collect acoustic
data of voice in patients with vocal polyps, before
and after MLPS and to evaluate the effectiveness of
the surgery on the acoustic quality of voice. The four
acoustic parameters that were selected were because of
their frequent uses in several other studies15, 16, 17, 18,19.
Thus the selected parameters were jitter, shimmer, HNR
and F0.

Our results also indicated that MLPS for vocal polyps
leads to an improved quality of voice with decrease
values of all the four acoustic parameters. Objective
analysis of these parameters can provide clinicians a
better understanding of vocal polyps on quality of voice
and the benefits following MLPS.

Jitter is a cycle to cycle variation in fundamental
frequency of the voice20. Even a subtle micro instability
in the vocal fold vibration will show changes in the
jitter, which is true in the cases of vocal polyps21. Jitter
also increases as the control over laryngeal muscle
tone become coarser or as the number of active motor
unit decreases22. In the study also jitter values were
decreased from 0.20% to 0.19%, however, without
statistical significance (p=0.694)

Conclusion
The computerised voice analysis techniques provide an
objective, reproducible and measurable data of vocal
function. The dysphonic voice due to vocal polyps
is documental and their improvements following
MLPS are comparable. The study also reiterates the
improvement of quality of voice following MLPS and
when available, such methods should always be used.

Shimmer is another measurement of perturbation. It
refers to the small, rapid, cycle to cycle variation in the
amplitude that occurs during phonation. These changes
reflect even the slightest differences of mass, tension,
biochemical characteristics as well as neural control
over the vocal folds23. It also increases with poor and
inconsistent contact between the vocal fold edges as
occurs with a vocal polyps. This is the reason why the
increased values of shimmer (2.18%±0.78) was reduced
(1.73%±0.36) significantly (p=0.001) following MLPS.
Uzola also found significantly reduced values of jitter
and shimmer after MLPS24. In contrast to this study,
there was only a significant decrease in shimmer, but
not in jitter following MLPS, according to Zeitels et
al25. But again Lin et al., has opined that percent jitter;
but not percent shimmer is a reliable indicator when
assessing a vocal lesion26. All these contradictions
while assessing the perturbation attributable to
methodological dissimilarity among the studies and
application of different analytical systems and software
for signal processing.
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